ITEM 2

10 Pascal Street, London SW8 4SH
20/02331/FUL
Page Number
13

Report Changes
Update the third bullet point in paragraph 3.4 as follows (new text in bold):



16

Decision Letter
Changes
No

Southall Sidings, Ealing – with the potential for up to 400 homes planning application
for 460 homes including 40 percent affordable housing received resolution to grant
permission on 16.09.2020

Update paragraph 3.12 as follows (new text in bold):

No
The proposed block layout follows that of the extant permission (ref:15/06216/FUL). Figure 11
shows the key differences which are the increase in height to blocks B and C and a series of pop
outs to each of the blocks. The roof form has also been simplified with the removal of penthouse
apartments. In addition, changes to unit mix and structural strategy which created more
efficient triangular cores allow to increase in the number of residential units on each floor from
eight to nine (Block A) and to 10 (Blocks B and C).
19

Update description of Figure 14 as follows (new text in bold):

No

Figure 14. A typical residential floor plate for Block B at upper levels.
23

Update paragraph 3.25 as follows (new text in bold):

The current proposals have been the subject of pre-application discussions (under a
Planning Performance Agreement) which commenced in September 2019 and remains in
force until the determination of the planning application. The consultation process has
included at various stages councillors (Oval and Stockwell wards in Lambeth and
Queenstown ward in Wandsworth) and officers from development management planning,
transport, highways, heritage and design teams at Lambeth as well as the applicant and their

No

consultant teams. The proposal was considered at the pre-application stage by the Council’s
independent Design Review Panel (DRP) on 19 November 2019
where an initial steer was given.
26

Add the following sentence to the end of paragraph 4.7:

No

It is noted that the standard three year implementation period was extended to nine years
(five years beyond the intended station delivery) to cover any potential delays to the
station’s delivery and enable the applicant to undertake the necessary procurement
arrangements in order to deliver this scheme once the station is delivered.

29

Add the following bullet points in feedback from GLA as follows:







33

Additional feedback from GLA was received on 14/03/2021 confirming that the
applicant has provided robust analysis of the potential of Waste Water Heat
Recovery which is not feasible and GLA accepted that a 9 per cent reduction
achieved for residential part of the development is the optimum level for the
proposed development. (Officer comment: condition 7 is updated accordingly).
Further information relating to correspondence with Engie is required but should
this not be received prior to determination, the GLA is agreeable to secure this
through HoT with trigger ‘prior to above ground works’. (Officer comment: HoT is
updated accordingly).
The GLA requested further information relating to PV panels. Subject to this being
provided prior to determination, the final details could be requested by condition.
(Officer comment: it is understood that the applicant will continue to liaise with the
GLA and an appropriately worded condition (43) is recommended).

Update the first bullet point under ‘Amenity’ as follows (new text in bold):
 Unacceptable loss of daylight and sunlight to existing residential properties including
newly constructed flats on Wandsworth Road (concerns raised by residents of the
Wyvil Estate on the other side of Wandsworth Road)

Yes
Condition 7 to be
updated

No

44

Update paragraph 6.2.30 as follows (new text in bold):

No

Where a viability review demonstrates an improvement in the scheme’s viability, a percentage split
of the increase in the scheme’s value would be split in accordance with the Lambeth Viability SPD
(2017). At early review stage the whole surplus would be used to increase the proportion
of LTS units. At late stage review 20 per cent of the increase in the scheme’s value to be
returned to the developer and 80 per cent to the Council. The early stage surplus and the
Council’s share of any the late stage surplus arising from the reviews would be applied by the
developer to achieve a closer compliance with the rent levels required in a fully a policy compliant
scheme which is 40 percent of DMR units at the following rent levels:
•
70 per cent of those units subject to a percentage rent discount that results in the equivalent
of rents at 2020 LTS levels (it is not anticipated that LTS rates will be revised in the near future
and so the 2020 rate is being used); and
•
30 per cent of those units subject to a discount that results in the equivalent of the LLR
rental levels which are applicable at the point in time of the viability review.
47

Update paragraph 6.3.11 as follows (new text in bold):

No

It is argued in the Planning Statement that the proposed unit mix also accords with industry
experience by Grainger/CLL that 1 and 2-bed units (which includes studio flats) within BtR
developments typically have a much higher demand than larger units. Furthermore, as recognised
in the GLA Stage 1 response, the LP policy H10 acknowledges that a higher proportion of 1 and
2 bed units is generally more appropriate on sites close to a station and with higher levels of public
transport accessibility. This being an entirely BtR proposal, to be delivered directly on top of a
station box, the predominance of studios, 1 and 2 bedroom units is acceptable.
48

Replace Figure 23 with the image below. The image in the original report included a superseded
colour scheme.

No

Figure 23. Visual from the South along the railway lines along Wandsworth Road
57

Update the second sentence in paragraph 6.5.2 as follows:
In addition, the scheme would be required to install blast resistant measures for all glazing to
reduce risk in the event of an incident.

No

57

Add a sentence to paragraph 6.6.2 as follows (new text in bold):

No

182 units (38 per cent of the total) would be dual aspect and the remaining 297 units (62 per
cent of the total) would be single aspect with views to the south, east or west. Over 72 per cent
of the single aspect units (216) would have an enhanced aspect as a result of the angled design
of the inset balconies. No north facing single aspect units are proposed. The typical location of
single and enhanced outlook units is shown in figure 31 below. The extant consent includes 49
percent of dual aspect units and 98 percent of the remining single aspect units have an
enhanced aspect with no units facing solely north. Officers consider the design approach
adopted in this highly constrained location ensures that the residential accommodation in terms
of outlook, light and ventilation is of the highest possible quality for future occupiers and
exceptional circumstances have been demonstrated in terms of site constraints and the
proportion of single aspect units in the extant scheme.
65

Update Apple Blossom Court row in Table 7 as follows:

No

73

Update paragraph 6.9.6 as follows (new text in bold):

No

The application is supported by a Pedestrian Comfort Level (PCL) assessment of the footways in
the vicinity which helps to understand the implications of the uplift in pedestrian activity. A
traditional pedestrian comfort calculation requires the collection of pedestrian flow data.
However, 2026 pedestrian flows have been obtained from the VNEB Opportunity Area
Transport Study, these flows take into account cumulative schemes and the NLE station.
The findings suggest that there is expected to be little change in the PCL as a result of the
proposed development. The lowest PCL rating is forecast to be A- which is considered
‘comfortable’ and is above the acceptable minimum PCL rating of B+.
76

Update the last sentence in paragraph 6.10.7 as follows (deleted text shown with strikethrough):

No

A condition (7) is recommended to ensure that optimisation of the Be Lean stage is investigated
further through a revised Energy Statement including a potential for waste-water heat recovery
and a green lease agreement to ensure efficient fit-out of the non-residential unit.
84

Update the second and third bullet point in the planning obligations table in row ‘Affordable housing
– review mechanism’ as follows (new text in bold):

• Where a viability review demonstrates an improvement in a scheme’s viability, in the early
stage review the whole surplus would be used to increase the proportion of LTS units.
In the late stage review a percentage split of the increase in the scheme’s value (the late
review surplus) will be shared between the developer (20%) and the Council (80%) up to a
cap which would achieve the equivalent of a fully policy compliant level of affordable housing
as set out in paragraph 6.2.30 of the report
• The early stage review surplus and the Council’s share of the late review surplus to be
applied by the developer towards reducing the rents of the DMR units to levels that bring the
scheme closer to the ‘targets’ set out in paragraph 6.2.30 of the report, using an agreed
mechanism to ‘allocate’ that surplus to rent reductions for different sizes of unit and providing
for a payment in lieu (to be applied to the provision of affordable housing more generally) if
rent reductions are not feasible because all affected units are already rented out.

No

85

Update the second bullet point in the planning obligations table in row ‘Carbon Offset’ as follows
(new text in bold):


94

No

Submission of further details relating to future energy network connection (prior to above
ground works on site), monitoring (Be Seen stage) and to identify the value of final carbon
off-setting contribution.

Update wording of condition 7 as follows:

Yes

Energy Statement
7. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, Energy Statement details
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority which confirms the
residential and non-residential on-site reductions over Part L 2013 baseline achieved through
energy efficiency measures (Be Lean), based on the Energy Hierarchy in the GLA’s Energy
Assessment Guidance (2018). This shall include a feasibility study for water heat recovery and a
green lease agreement details and a confirmation that the proposed development achieves
a reduction of 9% for residential spaces and 15% reduction for non-residential spaces.
Where the reduction of 10 per cent for residential spaces and 15 per cent reduction for nonresidential spaces cannot be met, justification should be provided. The Energy Statement shall
demonstrate that the development will achieve a reduction in carbon emissions of 35 per cent
over that required by Part L of the Building Regulations 2013 and include the calculations for
carbon offset payment, using the carbon price of £95 per tonne for 30 years.
120

Supersede image in Figure 3 with the image below which shows the proposed elevation as
revised during the application process. Areas highlighted in red show where changes have been
introduced (minor changes to fenestration in Block C and B and removal of several balconies in
block B.

No

Item 3
Clapham Common
21/00180/RG3
Page Number
124

Report Changes

Decision Letter
Changes
No

Update Executive Summary
This application seeks full planning permission for the temporary change of use and enclosure of parts of
Clapham Common for a schedule of events, as detailed within the Clapham Common Application Site
Events Schedule 2021 submitted with this planning application and included in Appendix 3 of this report.
This covers the year 2021, specifically between 8th May 2021 and 2nd October 2021, comprising a total
of 12 events over 63 59 “event days” (59 54 calendar days).

130

Update Table 1a:
2021 event
Festival Republic
Outdoor Cinema
London to Brighton Do it for
Charity
Cancer Research Race for Life
and Pretty Muddy
Runthrough Clapham
Common
Spring Performance
Street Child Spring Sprint
Bandstand Beds Harvest
Feast
Colourscape Festival
Trinity’s Family Walk and Run
Day

No
Approvals required to hold 2021 event
Planning
EventLambeth Premises’
permission
permit
licensing
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

133

Update paragraph 3.1.2

No

Due to the COVID 19 pandemic, some events that would have formed part of the 2021 events calendar
have been cancelled, or postponed to a later point in the year. Of the 14 events originally proposed in
the application, two event (Runthrough Clapham Common planned for the 13/03/2021 and Spring
Performance planned for 28/03/2021 Trinity’s Family Walk and Fun Day planned for 12/09/2021) have
already been cancelled. Three events have changed dates, these are as follows: Spring
Performance originally planned for 28/03/2021 is postponed until 11/07/2021; Street Child Spring
Sprint originally planned for 15/05/2021-16/05/2021 is postponed until 22/05/2021-23/05/2021, and
the Luna Outdoor Cinema has been postponed from 27/05/2021-01/06/2021 to 21/07/202126/07/2021. Furthermore, the dates for Festival Republic have been changed from 09/08/202106/09/2021 to 16/08/2021-09/09/2021. The date for the Bandstand Harvest Feast has been confirmed
as 25/09/2021. It is likely that, of the remaining 12 events, other events may also be cancelled. However,
the assessment of this application has been made on the basis that all the remaining 12 events may take
place in accordance with the details set out in the applicant’s submission, as discussed in this report.
Should the applicant wish to propose changes to the 12 events under consideration, such as altering the
dates of any of those events, an application would be required, which would enable assessment of the
proposed changes.

133

Update Table 2:

No

CATEGORY EVENT

Major (1)
Medium (3)

Small (8)

Festival Republic

Duration (including
rigging and derigging days)

9/8/21 – 6/9/21
16/8/21 – 9/9/21
Outdoor Cinema
27/5/21 – 1/6/21
21/7/21 – 26/7/21
London to Brighton Do it for Charity
19/9/21
Cancer Research Race for Life and Pretty 1/10/21 – 2/10/21
Muddy
Runthrough Clapham Common
8/5/21
Street Child Spring Sprint
15/5/21 – 16/5/21
22/5/21 – 23/5/21

NO. OF
EVENT DAYS
29 days
25 days
6 days
1 days
2 days
1 day
2 days

Runthrough Clapham Common & Chase
the Sun 5k & 10K
Spring Performance
Runthrough Clapham Common
Runthrough Clapham Common
Colourscape Festival
Trinity’s Family Walk and Fun Day
Bandstand Beds Harvest Feast

134

1 day

11/7/21
21/7/21
15/8/21
7/9/21 – 23/9/21
12/9/21
18/9/21 (TBC)
25/9/21

1 day
1 day
1 day
17 days
1 day
1 day

Update Table 3:
2017

2018

136

16/6/21

No

Application ref. 17/02093/RG3 proposed a total of 37 events over 165 ‘event days’ or
146 ‘calendar days’ on the Lambeth side of the Common.
Application ref. 18/00058/RG3 proposed a total of 24 events over 201 ‘event days’ or
169 ‘calendar days’ on the Lambeth side of the Common.

2019

Application ref. 18/05422/RG3 proposed a total of 19 events over 91 ‘event days’ or
89 ‘calendar days’ on the Lambeth side of the Common.

2020

Application ref. 20/00056/RG3 proposed a total of 12 events over 86 ‘event days’ or
82 ‘calendar days’ on the Lambeth side of the Common.

2021

This application originally proposed 14 events of which two have already been
cancelled, leaving a total of 12 events over 63 59 ‘event days’ or 59 54 ‘calendar
days’ on the Lambeth side of the Common.

Update the wording of paragraph 3.4.4:
The proposed Festival Republic Concert Series and Festival event is scheduled to be onsite for 29 25
event days from 9th 16th August 2021 to 6th 9th September 2021. The event would require a premises
licence. The application submission states that it would be open to visiting members of the public between
20th and 30th August 2021, with 6 4 major event days and 1 large event day occurring over the last two
weekends of August, which consist of the following 7 4 days: 20th – 22nd August and 27th – 30th August.

No

Two community days would also occur in between the major events which are scheduled at the weekends
(days where a free event would be organised).

136

Update Table 5:
Festival
Republic
Concert Series
and Festival
Event
Build (set-up)

136

No
No. of Days
Onsite

11 days

Event operation
(public access)
De-rig

11 4 days
7 10 days

Total

29 25 days

9 16 – 19 26
August
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11

31 August - 6 9
20 27 - 30 August September

12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25

Update paragraph 3.4.5:

No

The submitted events schedule shows that 12 events over 63 59 ‘event days’ are proposed either
solely on the Lambeth Side or as part of a cross-boundary event during the 2021 calendar year. This
figure includes several small events for example, the Clapham Common Runthrough and the
Colourscape Music Festival.
136

Update the text in paragraph 3.4.6:
However, if an event day of a particular event would overlap with the event day of another, then for
the purposes of this application, the days when events overlap will be treated as one single event
day, even if more than one event is occurring on the Common on that day. The event schedule
indicates that there would be 4 5 overlapping event days, on 21st July; 7th September – 9th
September; 15th August; 13th September; 18th September and; 19th September, which would amount
to 59 54 ‘calendar days’, as opposed to 63 59 event days.

No

136

Update the text in paragraph 3.4.7:

No

The proposed schedule involves the overlap of the major event (Festival Republic) with a small event
(Runthough Colourscape Festival) on one three of the set-up de-rig days of the major event and,
overlaps of a small event (Colourscape Festival) with two other small events (Bandstand Bed Harvest
Festival and Trinity’s Family Walk and Fun Day) and a medium event (London to Brighton Do It For
Charity). The cumulative impacts of events are considered in the officer assessment.
140

Amend the text in paragraph 3.7 – 3.7.1:

No

3.7
Festival Republic: Festival Republic is the only major event and has a total of 29 25 days (including
rigging and de-rigging) allocated, however this would not be a continuous event. It would consist of
two one weekends of music events over 6 4 event days, rather than a condensed period of events
across two weeks, as demonstrated in table 5 and explained in paragraph 3.4.4. The equipment
would be erected on 9 16 August, then the event would finish occur on the August Bank Holiday
weekend (30 August), with the equipment removed by 6 9 September.
3.7.1 The proposed 6 4 major event days, when concerts would take place include the following
days: Saturday 21 August – Sunday 22 August, and Friday 27 August – Monday 30 August. Between
23 August and 26 August, when the equipment is still in place, this cordoned off area will have two
community days.
140

Amend the text in paragraph 3.7.3:
Outdoor (Luna) Cinema: this event consists of an outdoor cinema in the main events site. The
equipment would be set up on 27 May 21 July and the event would take place on 31 May the same
day. The equipment would be removed on 1st June 26 July, lasting for a total of 6 days. It would
have up to (and no more than) 5,000 participants total, and it is expected to receive 1,000 attendees
daily.

No

141

Add new paragraph 3.7.10

No

Spring Performance: The event is a cycling event intended to promote the bikes as a means of
transport. The event is for one day, on the 11th July. It was initially intended to be held on 28th March.
It’s a small community event, expected to attract 60 attendees.
145

Amend text in paragraph 5.2 under LBL Policy – 24 February 2021

No

Officer’s response: Noted. The assessment will include the impact of on the openness of the MOL
in terms of DRLLP policy and measures to ensure the protections of the open space are included.
147

Amend text in paragraph 5.4.1

No

A total of 7 (seven) site notices were displayed from 10 February 2021 and a further 5 (five) site
notices were displayed from 21 March February 2021. The application was advertised in the local
paper on 3 February 2021. The formal consultation period ended 14 March 2021
147

Additional comments were received from an objector; as the objector has already commented, this
does not increase the number of comments received. However, as they are additional comments,
they are included for information. The comments are summarised as follows:
“The process that Lambeth Council uses to assess the noise nuisance from the proposed concerts in
this application fails in its statutory duty to protect local residents from being exposed to this
excessive noise.
The noise levels that are being requested by Event Lambeth for their Festival Republic contract are
in excess of the Code of Practice on Environmental Noise Control at concerts (Noise Control Council
ISBN 2900103515) and these requested noise levels should be reduced to comply with that code.”
Noise impacts have been considered alongside the application, and amenity impacts would be
appropriately managed and mitigated. Please refer to Section 7.4 for full assessment of the noise

No

associated with the proposals. It is considered that sufficient information has been submitted with the
application to enable it to be determined in planning terms.
181

Amend the list of approved drawings and documents to remove Calendar of All Events and replace
with Clapham Common Event Applications – LBL Update.

Yes

196

Update Appendix 4: Clapham Common Application Site Events Schedule 2021 (Lambeth side of the
common only)

No

Event

Type

Size

Start Date

End Date

Duration
(days)

Location

Runthrough

Commercial

Small

8/5/21

8/5/21

1

Across borough

Street Child
Spring Sprint

General

Small

15/5/21
22/5/21

16/5/21
23/5/21

2

Across borough

Luna Cinema

Commercial

Medium

27/5/21
21/7/21

1/6/21
26/7/21

6

Events site

Runthrough

Commercial

Small

16/6/21

16/6/21

1

Across borough

Spring
Performance

Community

Small

11/7/21

11/7/21

1

Lambeth Side
(Cockpond)

Runthrough

Commercial

Small

21/7/21

21/7/21

1

Across borough

Runthrough

Commercial

Small

15/8/21

15/8/21

1

Across borough

Festival
Republic

Commercial

Major

9/8/21
16/8/21

6/9/21
9/9/21

29
25

Events site

Trinity’s
Family Walk
and Fun Day

Community

Small

12/9/21

12/9/21

1

No infrastructure

Colourscape

Community

Small

7/9/21

23/9/21

17

Across borough

197

London to
Brighton
Cycle

Commercial

Medium

19/9/21

19/9/21

1

Across borough

Bandstand
Beds Harvest
Feast

Community

Small

18/9/21
25/9/21

18/9/21
25/9/21

1

Bandstand

Race for
Life/Pretty
Muddy

Community

Medium

1/10/21

2/10/21

2

Across borough

Update Appendix 5: Wider event schedule (entire common)

No

Event

Type

Size

Start Date

End Date

Duration
(days)

Location

George
Irvin’s Funfair

Community

Small

27/3/21

4/5/21

39

Funfair Site

Runthrough

Commercial

Small

8/5/21

8/5/21

1

Across borough

Street Child
Spring Sprint

General

Small

15/5/21
22/5/21

16/5/21
23/5/21

2

Across borough

Luna Cinema

Commercial

Medium

27/5/21
21/7/21

1/6/21
26/7/21

6

Events site

Runthrough

Commercial

Small

16/6/21

16/6/21

1

Across borough

Friendsfest

Commercial

Small

20/6/21

14/7/21

25

Wandsworth

Spring
Performance

Community

Small

11/7/21

11/7/21

1

Lambeth Side
(Cockpond)

Runthrough

Commercial

Small

21/7/21

21/7/21

1

Across borough

Runthrough

Commercial

Small

15/8/21

15/8/21

1

Across borough

Festival
Republic

Commercial

Major

9/8/21
16/8/21

6/9/21
9/9/21

29
25

Events site

Trinity’s
Family Walk
and Fun Day

Community

Small

12/9/21

12/9/21

1

Potentially no
infrastructure

Colourscape

Community

Small

7/9/21

23/9/21

17

Across borough

London to
Brighton
Cycle

Commercial

Medium

19/9/21

19/9/21

1

Across borough

Bandstand
Beds Harvest
Feast

Community

Small

18/9/21
25/9/21

18/9/21
25/9/21

1

Bandstand

Halloween
Fair

Commercial

Small

27/9/21

9/11/21

44

Funfair Site

Circus
Extreme

Commercial

Medium

8/10/21

24/10/21

17

Funfair Site

Race for
Life/Pretty
Muddy

Community

Medium

1/10/21

2/10/21

2

Across borough

Winterville

Commercial

Medium

28/10/21

6/1/21

72

Wandsworth

Ice Rink

Commercial

Small

18/11/21

2/1/21

46

Lambeth

